DEVELOPMENT OF PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE OF PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHERS IN THE THREE-LEVEL HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM

Summary
The article describes the results of the analysis of primary school teachers' professional competence development in the framework of the three-level higher education. This scholarly work presents and analyses the formation of communicative competence as part of professional competence of primary school teachers. It outlines strategies that aim at improvement of communicative skills. The article defines the main stages of the communicative competence development in the three-level hierarchy of higher education qualifications: professional graduate – bachelor – master in primary education. Communication trainings as a means of improving communication skills of primary teacher education program students have been theoretically explained and practically tested.
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SPECIFICITY OF MARKERS OF ARGUMENTATION IN SCIENTIFIC TEXT
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This article reveals the functioning of argumentation markers from the point of view of their function in the scientific text, correlation with psychical side of the language functioning. Influence of using the markers of argumentation for persuading and thoughts of recipient. Markers of argumentation are an obligatory part of any kind of proof.
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Statement of the problem and relevance of the study. Markers of argument do not perform any functions at the level of stylistic suggestions and are, according to their morpho-syntactic, semantic and pragmatic properties that guide the interpretation of statements. The speaker adds these markers, consciously or unconsciously, to their language in order to improve the effectiveness of the impact on the recipient of the statements and add greater credibility to their arguments in the dispute. Markers argument – this first unit and which indicate the presence of arguments in text.

Relevance of the study determined that the issue of tokens of argumentation in scientific discourse is not fully covered in the scientific literature. This issue is closely connected with the modern trends of development of linguistics, in particular with the pragmatics of the text and psycholinguistics. In addition, the communicative approach to the argument is determined primarily by the fact that within its framework examines non-dialogic voice messages. Of course, under such a method does not involve the presence of feedback, the conventional function of the argument (the methods of determining the truth of the messages to the communicants, the consensus on the issue of consistency of reasoning, etc.) assigned to the background. However, this disadvantage is offset by the need to increase attention to the author and the real or potential recipient thereof to the adequacy of regulatory compliance with the rules of reasoning and verbal communication postulates that, if necessary, are taken in a simple, traditional form. The reality of text communication as a separate species of speech communication makes to speak not only about the semantics and pragmatics of the text, but the text of the argument.

Analysis of recent researches und publications. Question reasoning was investigated by scholars such as A.D. Belova, N.I. Kondakova L. Olbreht-Titska, E.V. Kluev, A.N. Baranov, Downing, Locke, A.P. Alekseev, G.A. Brutyany, A.A. Ivin, V.I. Kurbatov, Ch. Ruzavin and other linguists.

Mainstreaming the study of argumentation in a number of pressing philosophical problems were largely prepared by the writings of X. Perelman and J. Olbreht – Titek devoted to understanding the heritage of classical rhetoric. «The new rhetoric,» the founder of the Belgian school of argument X. Perelman as arguments. In collaboration with L. Olbreht – Titskoy they come to the conclusion that the «new rhetoric,» or the theory of argumentation is the field of study of psychology. They virtually eliminate the role of logic in the argument, through the consolidation of all possible logical exercise in mathematical logic, according to them is to analyze the methods of proof are effectively used by mathematicians.

Different understanding of the argument can be found in representatives of the Dutch school of argument F. van Eemerena and I. Grootendorst. At the core of this definition is a social activity directed at other people.

They understand the argumentation as verbal, social and mental activity aimed at convincing a judge and rational (non) acceptance of this point of view expressed by the extension of certain combinations of offers (arguments), designed to bring the (negation) expressed thoughts.
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инг objectives: Consider a scientific text as a scientific discourse. The very problem of reasoning continues to be one of the most complex in logic, and almost never considered in linguistics. In fact, natural speech argument recently become a subject of study. The difficulty of defining and constructing a theory of argumentation is the complex nature of the latter. Therefore, it is hardly possible to define the argument, which would equally suit all professionals.

Question reasoning is closely related to such sciences as logic, rhetoric, psychology.

In this study, the text is seen as a message, objectified in the form of a written document, which consists of a number of statements, the combined different types of lexical, grammatical and logical connection that has a certain ideal character, pragmatic installation and, therefore, there is a literary processed.

Logic in the scientific in the scientific text is understood as exposition laws logical exposition of thought. Scientific text, in particular, is a series of techniques designed linguistically logical thinking – thinking, arguments, theses, definitions, objective scientific style is associated with the extra-linguistic factors as the documentary. Objectivity due to the peculiarities of scientific knowledge – the desire to establish an objective scientific truth.

As a result, scientific thinking has a distinct abstract-logical character, which manifests itself in the properties and selection of language tools to create a scientific text.

Not accidentally, subject to extra-linguistic reality, we are in the scientific literature – chosen such lexical units, phraseological and syntactic structures that meet the requirements of clarity, accuracy and objectivity of the presentation to ensure adequate perception of scientific information across a group of people involved in science communication. All this is reflected in the style of scientific writing, in an effort to matching the signs used the expression plane of the content.

This is made possible by the application of the laws of logic of thought (the message – its development, conclusion, or thesis-proof-generalization) as an instrument of knowledge. After all, the best idea, if it is not justified and, importantly, is not expressed in the relevant sector, it remains just an idea.

Since the argument of language activity, including a system of propositions intended to justify or deny any thought, it is addressed primarily to the mind of the person who is able to, consider, accept or refute this view. Arguing, we have something to say or write, forming a text addressed to another person in order to have a significant influence on his views, encourage the commission of certain acts.

But in spite of the relatively large number of papers on various aspects of the argument, the popularity of the argument as an object of study, it is impossible to speak of a coherent theory. The study is to try to light the functioning of the markers of argumentation from the point of view of their operation in the scientific text, their relationship with the psychological aspect of language functioning, that is, the influence of the use of markers of reasoning and thinking to convince the recipient. The term «argumentation» has several definitions, largely prevents the study of this phenomenon. Despite the large number of papers on various aspects of argumentation and reasoning in popularity as an object of study, we still cannot talk about a holistic theory [3, 5], or at least its generally accepted definition that would suit all researchers.

Interest in natural-speaking argument appears in the second half of the XX century, philosophy, psychology, rhetoric, logic, linguistics, cognitive science, sociology, conflict resolution, ergonomics, a reflection of the steady integration of parallel processes within cognitive science paradigm and process within the scientific disciplines. On the other hand, the desire to create an integrated theory of argumentation is due to its association with such relevant areas as human factors engineering, categorization of human behavior modeling human activity. At its core, the cognitive paradigm has become an integrating factor for many scientific disciplines, this is another, a new attempt to get closer to the knowledge of the nature of human consciousness. Distinguishes it from all previous awareness of experts from the fact that it can succeed only through common efforts of psychology, linguistics, anthropology, philosophy [1]

This also contributes to and is increasingly aware of the need extend outside the region, which had previously been considered a purely linguistic. Indeed the use of force (as kinetic action) can be viewed as a kind of reasoning, a form of the continuation of thought. But this inevitably raises the question of limiting cases in the definition of the use of arguments. Boxing, for example, where physical force is used, also aims to prove and convince the audience that the opponent is stronger than the other one, but the goal of persuasion is secondary, and the box can not be regarded as argument.

No less important is the fact that the belief is the aim of argument, be sure to include the factor of voluntary choice on the part of the recipient. Many non-linguistic elements of communication, as irony, flattery, lies, should also get a place in the appropriate linguistic structures.

So, the natural-language argumentation in developing intersubject environment can be studied only in unity with the non-verbal communicators. Integration of science and their mutual influence led to the fact that the focus in argumentation theory out social factors – the trust factor in the argument, the distance between the start and the information received, the emotional impact on the recipient, the formation of its position and visibility. It pushes to the following issues: characteristics of argumentative discourse, the ratio of arguments and evidence, the ratio of the argumentation in different functional styles, informative adequacy ratio and redundancy in the argument, the macro-, and micro-speech acts structuring arguments, and more.

The concept of «argumentation» is increasingly found in the scientific literature as philosophically
and in philological. Mainstreaming the study of argumentation in a number of pressing philosophical problems were largely trained and works H. Perelman I. Olbrecht-Titskoy devoted to understanding the heritage of classical rhetoric. «The new rhetoric,» the founder of the Belgian school of argument H. Perelman as arguments. In cooperation with L. Olbrecht-Titskoy they come to the conclusion that «the new rhetoric,» or the theory of argumentation is the field of study of psychology. They virtually eliminate the role of logic in the argument, through the consolidation of all possible logical exercise in mathematical logic, according to them is to analyze the methods of proof are effectively used by mathematicians.

Other understanding of the argument can be found in representatives of the Dutch school of argument F. Eemeren and Y. Grootendorst. At the core of this definition is a social activity directed at other people. They understand the reasoning as verbal, social and mental activity aimed at convincing a judge and rational (non) acceptance of this point of view expressed by the extension of certain combinations of offers (arguments), designed to bring the (negation) expressed thoughts (Eemeren 5,1994). By «rational judge» means a reasonable medium language in which the speaker sees the person who assesses what he says. The speaker comes from the fact that a rational judge will try, if possible, the most properly assess whether this argument is acceptable or not, there will be taking a decision on the argument after the contribution it makes to the solution of the dispute.

In the scientific literature of the USSR argument basic ally considered in the mainstream of formal logic, the way it is treated in the «logical dictionary-reference» N.I. kondakova which considers the argument as guidance logical arguments to prove any position, as a logical process. Close within the meaning of the definition can be found in the book «Logic,» Professor V.F. Asmus, who represents it as reasoning, consisting of a number of conclusions to prove the truth or falsity of the thesis [2].

In Ukraine, the problems of argumentation began to study only in the middle of 1990-th and until recently little scientific papers were written that the disclosure of the subject. Professor A.D. Belova, in his paper «Linguistic aspects of reasoning,» provides, in our opinion, the true definition of discipline. According to her, the argument is a communicative activity of a subject in a trinity of verbal, non-verbal and extra-linguistic, the purpose of which is to convince the recipient through proper justification of its position (Belova 1997). The current literature on the theory of argumentation is very widely believed that the reasoning is universal, regardless of their social, class, national factors. But the various areas in which it is used, add the process of argumentation and reasoning their shades. The specificity of the scientific areas may impose such a significant impact on the nature and the nature of the argument, the argument blurs status as the only way of reasoning.

The reasoning in the field of scientific relations is considered as a specific form of activity. The arguments used in scientific discussions, for example, intended to justify the laws of cause and effect relationships in nature. It is believed that scientific reasoning is associated with the justification of facts and laws of their relations without regard to who their proves or disproves who make certain theses, for what purpose it is done, what the motives of personal control panel members. The proof of the truth of any thesis in science has nothing to do with what strata of society is the author of the extended position, whose interests are expressed. And even more than that, the scientific evidence will be even more correct, accurate and fair, if we can eliminate any subjectivity, to create an environment where the main motive of the discussion serves truth, only the truth and nothing but the truth. According A.D. Belova, the main condition of argument can reach a consensus, the motion on the basis of two opposition «unity-contradiction» to solving the conflict [4].

**Conclusion.** The main purpose of any argument is the belief in the correctness of the recipient of your thoughts and opinions. And the main means of persuasion, as in ancient times, is proof. It is this type of argumentative broadcasting accounted for the largest share of the use of argumentation markers, and this is where they perform their function directly. So, as we can see, the number of argumentation markers is great in any language of the world, and each groups and subgroups can be divided into smaller structural formations, depending on their structural and semantic meaning. And there is no possibility to classify certainly markers to a particular group, because these linguistic units can sometimes change their affiliation depending on the context.

Markers of argumentation is an obligatory component of any scientific proof, because the absence of a specific semantic relation between the sentences would be impossible for the reader, in simultaneously with the reading of the text to qualify this relationship, which is contrary to the requirements of the communicative clarity of scientific text.
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ДОМАШНІЙ ФІЗИЧНИЙ ЕКСПЕРIMENT
У КОНТЕКСТІ ФАХОВОЇ ПІДГОТОВКИ МАЙБУТНИХ УЧИТЕЛІВ ФІЗИКИ
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У статті розглядається розвиток і формування фахової компетентності майбутніх учителів фізики в процесі організації домашнього фізичного експерименту також досліджується формування умінь самостійної роботи поза лабораторією.

У професійному навчанні лабораторні роботи займають проміжне положення між теоретичним і виробничим навчанням і слугують одним з найважливіших засобів здійснення теорії й практики. При цьому з одного боку, досягається закріплення й удосконалення знань студентів, з іншого боку – у них формуються визначені фахові компетентності, уміння, що потім застосовуються у процесі виробничого навчання. Перевірка якості знань виступає закономірно необхідною умовою діагностики та прогностики у навчанні, вихованні і розвитку індивіда. Домашня лабораторна робота, як форма організації навчання, реалізує розвиваючі задачі навчання. Вона сприяє формуванню вмінь, навичок, переконань студентів, учить їх планувати діяльність і здійснювати самоконтроль, ефективно формує пізнавальні інтереси, озброює різномуанітними способами діяльності.

Ключові слова: домашня лабораторна робота, фахова компетентність, студент, майбутній вчитель фізики, професіоналізм.
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СПЕЦІФІКА МАРКЕРІВ АРГУМЕНТАЦІЇ В НАУКОВОМУ ТЕКСТЕ

Анотація
В работе освітлюється роль маркерів аргументації з точки зору їх функціонування в науковому тексті, їх взаємозв’язок з психологічною стороною функціонування. Вплив употреблення маркерів аргументації на убі ження й мислення студентів. Маркери аргументації є обов’язковим компонентом будь-якого наукового доказательства.

Ключові слова: структуризація аргументації, теорія, аргументований дискурс, речовий акт.
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CПЕЦИФИКА МАРКЕРОВ АРГУМЕНТАЦИИ В НАУЧНОМ ТЕКСТЕ

Аннотация
В работе освещается роль маркеров аргументации с точки зрения их функционирования в научном тексте, их взаимосвязь с психологической стороной функционирования. Влияние использования маркеров аргументации на убеждение и мышление студентов. Маркеры аргументации являются обязательным компонентом любого научного доказательства.

Ключевые слова: структуризация аргументации, теория, аргументированный дискурс, речевой акт.
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УСТУП. Освіта сьогодення зазнає багато змін, пов’язаних із процесом євроінтеграції, болонським процесом, інноваційними процесами в галузі науки і техніки, впровадженням новітніх технологій у різних галузях науки та техніки, здійснюється нові відкриття, з’являються нові винаходи які несуть у собі великий багатовідомий інтерес.

Мета. Теоретично обґрунтувати методичні основи організації та проведення домашніх лабораторних робіт.

Постановка проблеми. У навчальному процесі одним із основних критеріїв визначення успішності тих хто навчається є контроль та корекція знань, цьому питанню приділяється досить багато уваги провідними вченими-педагогами. Постановка домашнього фізичного експерименту несе певну відповідальність із за неможливості контролю процесу виконання та підготовки до самої роботи, але за вдяки сучасним засобам телекомунікації це можливо (Skype).

Аналіз актуальних досліджень. На думку психологів, фахова підготовка повинна опиратися на компоненти знання, яким в навчальному процесі не придається достатньої уваги – це навички і умін-